This is a Call for millions of people to wear NO!
on Monday, April 24, 2017,
the United States Holocaust Remembrance Day

To all Holocaust survivors; their families, relatives and friends; and those who deplore the thought of any future Holocausts or genocide against any peoples anywhere;

To people everywhere who stand with the Muslims, the Mexicans, the refugees, the immigrants from everywhere that have been vilified and targeted by the Trump/Pence regime in ways that echo the demonization of Jews and other groups in Nazi Germany;

To all those people who deplore the fact that Trump left out any mention of the 6 million Jews, Gypsies, Eastern Europeans … slaughtered by the fascist Nazi regime on International Holocaust Remembrance Day in January, 2017;

To all Jews and other peoples who have experienced genocide;

To all those people who refuse to accommodate, refuse to conciliate, refuse to collaborate with the Trump regime;

To all those people who detest white supremacy, misogyny, or xenophobia and do not want to see a repeat of “make Germany whole again”;

To all those people who despise and fear the Trump regime and want to see it driven out;

We say Never Again!
Never again will we allow another Holocaust to happen to any people.

Join us in wearing the NO! Everywhere! … on T-shirts, jackets, uniforms, hats… In Germany, Jews were forced to wear the Yellow Star of David, political prisoners the red triangle, homosexuals the pink triangle, and all the other triangles. We proudly choose to wear the NO! to symbolize opposition to the Trump/Pence regime’s efforts to brand any new group of people as ‘undesirable.’

Join us in posting the symbol of NO! Everywhere … on storefronts, school bags, synagogues, mosques, churches, lunch pails, billboards, newspaper stands, house windows, online…and link up with millions of people to express the need to DRIVE OUT the FASCIST TRUMP REGIME before it is able to fully consolidate its fascist plan and normalize the attacks and wars on Muslims, immigrants, women, LGBTQ, people of color, and destruction of our planet.

NO! In the Name of Humanity, We Refuse to Accept a Fascist America!

refusefascism.org